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Neurosurgery in Cambodia has report the history to develop the spine care in recent 10 years advances on spine surgery in Preahkossamak hospital, Phnom-Penh, Cambodia. The Cambodian neurosurgeons have started their duties with condition of Resource-Limited.

In resource-limited settings, all options should be take the approach “do the best with what we have” to provide rational, safe, and effective treatment. Just because a technique is not in vogue does not necessarily mean it is a poor procedure; anterior fusion of Smith-Robinson procedure and posterior wiring techniques were using widely to treating the cervical spine fractures.

Starting with a clean slate and adding what is essential will be not only refreshing in its simplicity but also rewarding to know that patients are receiving safe and effective of cervical spine surgeries despite adversities.

The Global Neurosurgery Initiative aims to improve access to safe neurosurgical care for all who need it, whenever and wherever. We are need to create a Global Neurosurgery Network (GNN) comprising of students, residents, surgeons, and researchers interested in promoting Global Neurosurgery within the Global Surgery Community and beyond. The overall purpose of the GNN would be to effectively promote Global Neurosurgery by creating a platform to facilitate the sharing of information and encourage advocacy, research and education.